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Abstract. Post’s Embedding Problem is a new variant of Post’s Correspondence
Problem where words are compared with embedding rather than equality.It has
been shown recently that adding regular constraints on the form of admissible
solutions makes the problem highly non-trivial, and relevant to the study oflossy
channel systems. Here we consider the infinitary version and its application to
recurrent reachability in lossy channel systems.

1 Introduction

Post’s correspondence problem,or shortlyPCP, can be stated as the question whether
two morphismsu,v : Σ∗ → Γ∗ agree non-trivially on some input, i.e., whetheru(σ) =
v(σ) for some non-emptyσ∈Σ+. This undecidable problem plays a central role in com-
puter science because it is very often easier and more natural to prove undecidability by
reduction fromPCP than from, say, the halting problem for Turing machines.

In a recent paper, we introducedPEP, thePost Embedding Problem, a variant of
PCP where one asks whetheru(σ) is a (scattered)subwordof v(σ) for someσ [CS07].

The subword relation, also called embedding, is denoted “⊑”: w ⊑ w′ def
⇔ w can be

obtained fromw′ by erasing some letters, possibly all of them, possibly none. We also
introducedPEPreg, an extension ofPEP where one adds the requirement that a solution
σ belongs to a regular languageR⊆ Σ∗.

PEP is a trivial, hence not very interesting, problem. However,and quite surpris-
ingly, PEPreg behaves very differently.PEPreg is decidable but it is not primitive re-
cursive. In fact it is (non-trivially) equivalent to the reachability problem for lossy
channel systems. ThusPEPreg is a new representative of the strange computational
niche that hosts lossy channel systems and other problems intimed automata and
logics [LW05,ADOW05,OW06,OW07], concurrency models [AM02,Del07,LNO+07],
temporal and modal logic [DL06,GKWZ06,KWZ05,Kur06], and other areas [JL07].
We could also usePEPreg to solve open problems on unidirectional channel systems
combining one reliable and one lossy channel. These unidirectional systems, introduced
in [CS07], are currently under our active scrutiny because of their fundamental role in
the classification of channel systems that mix reliable and unreliable channels along
arbitrary network topologies [Cha07].
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Theω-regular Post Embedding Problem.In this paper we consider infinitary extensions
of PEPreg 1, most prominentlyPEPω-reg, where one asks for aninfinite σ ∈ Σω such
that u(σ) ⊑ v(σ), and where anω-regular constraint can further be imposed uponσ.
Our motivation is twofold. Firstly, we aim at deepening our understanding ofPEP and
PEPreg, two exciting new problems. Secondly, and based on the existing results for
the finitary case, we expect that connections can be established betweenPEPω-reg and
recurrent reachability questions on channel systems.

Our contribution. In this paper, we show the equivalence betweenPEPω-reg and re-
current reachability questions for unidirectional channel systems. This equivalence is
shown using the2-dimensional correspondence+embedding problem, or2PCEP, a new
intermediary problem that leads to a clearer, more abstractand more modular approach.
The approach handles both the finitary and the infinitary cases in a single way.

We also show thatPEPω-reg can be reduced toPEPreg, so that the two problems
are equivalent. HencePEPω-reg is decidable. This has the surprising consequence that
recurrent reachability for unidirectional channel systems is decidable. It further shows
that the links we established between unidirectional channel systems and lossy channel
systems (in [CS07]) do not carry over from reachability to recurrent reachability.

Finally, we show that recurrent reachability for lossy channel systems can be re-
duced toPEP

ω-reg
dir , the variant ofPEPω-reg where we look fordirect solutions (infor-

mally, solutions wherev(σ) must be ahead ofu(σ) at all times whenσ grows fromε
to its final value). HencePEP

ω-reg
dir is undecidable (whilePEP

ω-reg
codir is decidable). Again,

this contrasts with the finitary case, wherePEPreg, PEP
reg
dir andPEP

reg
codir are equivalent.

Outline of the paper.Section 2 recalls the necessary definitions and notations onem-
beddings between finite or infinite words. Section 3 states the ω-regular Post embed-
ding problem, solves it in the unconstrained case, and showsthat restricting to short
morphisms is no loss of generality. Section 4 shows the equivalence betweenPEPreg

andPEPω-reg, before Section 5 linksPEPω-reg andPEPreg with reachability and recur-
rent reachability questions for unidirectional channel systems. Finally, section 6 solves
the remaining case,PEP

ω-reg
dir , by linking it to recurrent reachability for lossy channel

systems.

2 Notations and definitions

Words. We writeu,v,w, t,σ,ρ,α,β, . . . for words, i.e., finite or infinite (i.e.,ω-length)
sequences of letters such asa,b, i, j, . . . from alphabetsΣ,Γ, . . .. Thelengthof u∈ Σ∗∪
Σω is written |u|, the setalph(u) is the set of letters (a subset ofΣ) that occur inu. We
denote withu.v, or uv, the concatenation ofu andv, with uv= u whenu hasω-length.

A morphismfrom Σ∗ to Γ∗ is a maph : Σ∗ → Γ∗ that respects the monoidal struc-
ture, i.e., withh(ε) = ε andh(σ.ρ) = h(σ).h(ρ). Its extension overΣω is defined in
the obvious way: note that, in general, it takes values inΓ∗ ∪Γω sinceh(u) = ε for
u 6= ε is allowed. A morphismh is completely defined by its imageh(1), h(2), . . . , on

1 Recall that the classicPCP problem is undecidable but r.e., while the infinitary extension,
denotedPCP

ω, is Σ1
1-complete.



Σ = {1,2, . . .}. We often simply writeh1,h2, . . ., andhσ, instead ofh(1),h(2), . . ., and
h(σ).

Embeddings.Given two wordsu= a1 . . .an andv= b1 . . .bm, we writeu⊑ v whenu is a
subwordof v, i.e., whenu can be obtained by erasing some letters (possibly none) from
v. For example,abba⊑ abracadabra. Equivalently,u ⊑ v whenu can be embedded
in v, i.e., when there exists an order-preserving injective map(called an “embedding”)
h : {1, . . . ,n}→ {1, . . . ,m} such thatai = bh(i) for all i = 1, . . . ,n. Embeddings between
ω-words are defined similarly, with a strictly increasingh : Nr0→Nr0. We explicitly
allow the embedding of finite words into infinite ones.

It is well-known that the subword relation is a partial ordering on finite words.
Observe that, betweenω-words, embedding is only a (partial)quasi-ordering:u ⊑ v
andv⊑ u together do not implyu= v. For example,(ab)ω ⊑ (bba)ω ⊑ (ab)ω. We write
u≡ v whenu⊑ v andv⊑ u.

Halving ω-words. For someu ∈ Σω, let inf(u) ⊆ Σ denote the set of letters that oc-
cur infinitely many times inu. The wordu can be decomposed under the formu′.u′′

whereu′ is a finite prefix and the corresponding suffixu′′ ∈ Σω, only contains letters
from inf(u). Such a decomposition is called ahalvingof u. There exists several (in fact,
infinitely many) halvings of anyu∈ Σω: thecanonical halvingis obtained by selecting
the shortest possible prefixu′.

The following lemma is a classic tool when considering embeddings betweenω-
words (see, e.g., [Fin85]).

Lemma 2.1. Let u,v∈ Σω be twoω-words with u′.u′′ and v′.v′′ two arbitrary halvings
of u and v. Then

u⊑ v iff

{
alph(u′′) ⊆ alph(v′′), and
there exists x∈ alph(v′′)∗ such that u′ ⊑ v′x.

Furthermore, whenu ⊑ v, thenx can be chosen with|x| ≤ |u′|, and for any halving
u = u′.u′′ there exists a halvingv = v′.v′′ such thatu′ ⊑ v′.

Corollary 2.2. Let u1,u2 be twoω-words such that inf(u1) = alph(u1) = alph(u2) =
inf(u2). Then u.u1 ≡ u.u2 for all u ∈ Σ∗.

3 Post embedding problems

Post embedding problems are variants of Post correspondence problems where corre-
spondence (equality between words) is replaced by embedding, and where an additional
regular constraint may be imposed over the solution.

Formally, given two morphismsu,v : Σ∗ →Γ∗ we say thatσ∈Σ∗ is a(finite) solution
to Post’s embedding problem ifuσ ⊑ vσ. If σ ∈ Σω anduσ ⊑ vσ, thenσ is an infinite
solution(also called, anω-solution).

We say thatσ is adirect solution if uρ ⊑ vρ for every prefixρ of σ. It is acodirect
solution if uρ ⊑ vρ for every suffixρ of σ. When considering finite solutions [CS07],



there is a symmetry between the notions of direct and codirect solutions, since a direct
solution for someu,v is a codirect solution for the mirror instance ˜u, ṽ. This symmetry
does not carry over to infinite solutions because the mirror of an ω-word is not anω-
word. Also, observe that the prefixes of a directω-solution are finite (direct) solutions,
and that the suffixes of a codirectω-solution are other infinite (codirect) solutions.

The Post embedding problems we considered in [CS07] arePEPreg, PEP
reg
dir and

PEP
reg
codir that ask, given two morphismsu,v and a regularR⊆ Σ∗, whetherR contains

a solution (respectively, a direct solution, a codirect solution). The infinitary extensions
of these problems arePEPω-reg, PEP

ω-reg
dir andPEP

ω-reg
codir , that ask, givenu,v and anω-

regularR⊆ Σω, whether there exists anω-solutionσ ∈ R (resp., a directω-solution, a
codirectω-solution).

In the above definition, the regular constraint applies toσ but this is inessential and
our results still hold when the constraint applies touσ, or vσ, or both (see [CS07]).

For complexity issues, we assume that the constraintR is given as a nondeterministic
automatonAR, that can be a FSA or a Büchi automaton depending on whetherR is
finitary or not. By areductionbetween two decision problems, we mean a logspace
many-one reduction, except when specified otherwise (as in Section 4). We say two
problems areequivalentwhen they are inter-reducible.

3.1 General embedding for direct solutions

We now state a technical lemma that shows that the above definition of a direct solution,
“uρ ⊑ vρ for all prefixesρ of σ”, can be replaced by a stronger requirement: that there
exists an embedding ofuσ into vσ that embeds anyuρ into the correspondingvρ.

Let aPEPω instance be given by two morphismsu,v, and consider an infiniteσ ∈
Σω, of the formσ = i1.i2.i3 . . .

For k = 0,1,2, . . ., we let lk and l ′k denote respectively, the lengths|ui1i2...ik| and
|vi1i2...ik|.

Lemma 3.1. The following are equivalent:
(a). σ is a directsolution,
(b). For all k ∈ N, there exists an embedding hk : {1,2, . . . , lk} → {1,2, . . . , l ′k} that
witnesses ui1i2...ik ⊑ vi1i2...ik,
(c). There exists a general embedding h: N → N that witnesses uσ ⊑ vσ and such that
its restriction to{1,2, . . . , lk} witnesses ui1i2...ik ⊑ vi1i2...ik.

Proof (Sketch).(a) and (b) are equivalent by definition of being a direct solution. (c)

obviously implies (b). We prove (c) from (b) by definingh(i)
def
= mink=1,2,... hk(i). ⊓⊔

3.2 The unrestricted problems

PEP andPEPω are the special case ofPEPreg andPEPω-reg whereR= Σ+ (respectively,
R= Σω), i.e., where there are no regularity constraints over the form of a solution. The
remark thatPEP is trivial extends toPEPω, PEPω

dir andPEPω
codir:



Proposition 3.2. Given two morphisms u,v : Σ∗ → Γ∗ defining a Post embedding prob-
lem:
1. There is a solution inΣ+ if and only if there is a directω-solution inΣω if and only if
there is some i∈ Σ such that ui ⊑ vi .
2. There is anω-solution inΣω if and only if there is there is a codirectω-solution if
and only if there exists a non-empty subsetΣ′ of Σ s.t. alph(u(Σ′)) ⊆ alph(v(Σ′)).

Proof. 1. Obviously, ifui ⊑ vi theni ∈Σ is a solution inΣ+, andiω is a directω-solution.
Conversely, if there is a direct solutionσ = i1i2i3 . . . in Σω, thenui1 ⊑ vi1 by definition of
directness. If there is a finite solutionσ = i1i2i3 . . . im in Σ+, then eitherui1 ⊑ vi1 and we
are done, ori2i3 . . . im is a shorter finite solution, and we’ll eventually encountersome
ui ⊑ vi .
2. Obviously, ifalph(u(Σ′)) ⊆ alph(v(Σ′)) for some non-emptyΣ′ = {i1, . . . , im}, then
(i1 . . . im)ω is anω-solution, and even a codirect one. Conversely, given anω-solution

σ, Lemma 2.1 entails that, lettingΣ′ def
= inf(σ), one hasalph(u(Σ′)) ⊆ alph(v(Σ′)). ⊓⊔

The corollary is:

Theorem 3.3. PEPω andPEPω
codir coincide, and arePTime-complete.

PEPω
dir coincides with the finitary problemsPEP, PEPdir andPEPcodir, and these prob-

lems are inLogSpace.

Proof (Sketch).There exists a simple polynomial-time decision procedure for PEPω. It
computes the largestΣ′ satisfyingalph(u(Σ′))⊆ alph(v(Σ′)) and then checks that thisΣ′

is not empty. This largestΣ′ is obtained by starting withΣ′:=Σ and then removing from
Σ′ everyi for whichalph(ui) is not included in the currentΣ′, until eventual stabilization
(see Appendix B forPTime-hardness). RegardingPEPω

dir, one only needs deterministic
logarithmic space to find whetherui ⊑ vi for somei. ⊓⊔

3.3 Short morphisms

PEP
reg
≤1 (respectivelyPEP

ω-reg
≤1 ) is PEPreg (respectivelyPEPω-reg) with the constraint

that all imagesui ’s andvi ’s have length≤ 1, i.e., the morphisms can be seen as maps
u,v : Σ → Γ∪{ε}.

Proposition 3.4.
1. PEPreg andPEP

reg
≤1 are equivalent (inter-reducible).

2. PEPω-reg andPEP
ω-reg
≤1 are equivalent (inter-reducible).

Proof. It is enough to show thatPEP reduces toPEP≤1. For this, letu,v : Σ∗ → Γ∗

be aPEP instance. Letk > 0 be large enough so that, for alli ∈ Σ, ui andvi have at
mostk letters. Then we can write eachui under the formu1

i . . .uk
i with u j

i ∈ Γ∪{ε},
i.e., |u j

i | ≤ 1. Similarly, we write everyvi as somev1
i . . .vk

i with |v j
i | ≤ 1. We now define

Σ′ def
= Σ×{1, . . . ,k} and two morphismsu′,v′ : Σ′∗ → Γ∗ with u′(i, j)

def
= u j

i andv′(i, j)
def
=

v j
i . Observe thatu′,v′ defines aPEP≤1 instance. Now, withR⊆ Σ∗ (or R⊆ Σω) one

associates a constraintR′ ⊆ Σ′∗ (resp.,R′ ⊆ Σ′ω) by R′ def
= h(R) with h : Σ∗ → Σ′∗ given

by h(i) = (i,1)(i,2) . . .(i,k). R′ is regular (resp.,ω-regular) sinceR is, andu′,v′ admits
a solution inR′ iff u,v has one inR. ⊓⊔



4 ReducingPEP
ω-reg to PEP

reg

Theorem 4.1 (Main result).PEPω-reg andPEPreg are equivalent (modulo elementary
reductions).

Corollary 4.2. PEPω-reg is decidable (but not primitive-recursive).

One direction of Theorem 4.1 is obvious: anyPEPreg instanceu,v,Rcan be seen as
a PEPω-reg instance by adding an extra symbol⊥ to Σ andΓ, replacingR with R.⊥ω,
and lettingu(⊥) = v(⊥) = ⊥.

For the other direction, we consider aPEPω-reg instance given by two morphisms
u,v : Σ∗ → Γ∗ and anω-regularR⊆ Σω.

Lemma 4.3. There existsσ ∈ R such that uσ ⊑ vσ if and only if there exists two finite
wordsρ1 andρ2 in Σ∗ such that

(a) ρ1.ρω
2 ∈ R,

(b) uρ1 ⊑ vρ1.ρ2, and
(c) alph(uρ2) ⊆ alph(vρ2).

Proof. The “⇐” direction is easy since takingσ = ρ1.ρω
2 is sufficient. For the “⇒”

direction, we assume thatσ = a1a2a3 . . . ∈ R satisfiesuσ ⊑ vσ and show how to build
ρ1 andρ2.

Let AR = (Q,Σ,q0,F,δ) be a Büchi automaton forR, andπ = q0
a1−→ q1

a2−→ q2
a3−→ ·· ·

be an accepting run ofAR overσ. This run is anω-sequence of transitions “qi−1
ai−→ qi”,

so thatπ ∈ δω can be halved under the formπ = π′.π′′. This gives rise to two halvings
u′.u′′ andv′.v′′ of, respectively,uσ andvσ.

Let us pick a finite prefixθ of π′′ that uses every transition frominf(π) at least once,

and that ends on the starting state ofπ′′. Henceθ is someqn
an+1
−−→ qn+1

an+2
−−→ ·· ·

an+k
−−→ qn+k

with n = |π′|, qn = qn+k, andinf(σ) = {an+1,an+2, . . . ,an+k}. Let nowρ1
def
= a1a2 . . .an

andρ def
= an+1an+2 . . .an+k. Clearlyρ1.ρω ∈ R as witnessed by the ultimately periodic

run π′.θω. Furthermore, fromu′ = uρ1 and inf(u′′) = alph(u′′) = alph(uρ), we deduce
uσ = u′.u′′ ≡ uρ1.ρω using Corollary 2.2. Similarly,vσ ≡ vρ1.ρω . Henceuσ ⊑ vσ entails
uρ1.ρω ⊑ vρ1.ρω . Using Lemma 2.1, we conclude thatuρ1 ⊑ vρ1.ρ2 can be obtained by

picking for ρ2 a large enough powerρ2
def
= ρ.ρ . . .ρ of ρ. Such aρ2 further ensures

ρω
2 = ρω, so that requirements (a) and (c) are inherited fromρ. ⊓⊔

For the next step, we show how to state the existence of two finite ρ1 andρ2 as in
Lemma 4.3 under the form of aPEPreg problem.

Let AR = (Q,Σ,q0,F,δ) be the Büchi automaton definingR. As is standard, for
q,q′ ∈ Q, we letLq,q′ ⊆ Σ∗ denote the (regular) language accepted by startingAR in q
and stopping inq′.

Let Σ′ = {1′,2′, . . .} be a copy ofΣ = {1,2, . . .} where letters have been primed: for
x∈ Σ∗ andL ⊆ Σ∗, we letx′ ∈ Σ′∗ andL′ ⊆ Σ′∗ denote primed versions ofx andL.



We can now express condition (a) as a regularity constraint on ρ1.ρ′
2: by definition,

ρ1.ρω
2 belongs toR iff for some q ∈ Q, ρ1 ∈ Lq0,q andρ2 ∈ (Lq,q r ε). That is, if and

only if ρ1.ρ′
2 ∈ R1 with

R1
def
=

[

q∈Q

Lq0,q.(L
′
q,q r ε).

Condition (b) can be stated as an embedding property onρ1.ρ′
2: let u′,v′ : (Σ∪Σ′)∗ →Γ∗

be the extensions ofu andv given byu′i′
def
= ε andv′i′

def
= vi . Then

uρ1 ⊑ vρ1.ρ2 if and only if u′ρ1.ρ′2
⊑ v′ρ1.ρ′2

.

Finally, condition (c) can be expressed as another regularity constraint. Indeed, for
X ⊆ Γ, alph(uρ2) ⊆ X andalph(vρ2) ⊆ X requireρ2 ∈ u−1(X∗) and, respectively,ρ2 ∈
v−1(X∗). These are regular conditions onρ2 since inverse morphisms preserve regular-
ity. Let now

R2
def
=

[

X⊆Γ

(

u−1(X∗)∩v−1(X∗)∩
\

a∈X

a∈alph(vρ2)
︷ ︸︸ ︷

Σ∗{i ∈ Σ | a∈ alph(vi)}Σ∗
)

.

Clearly,alph(uρ2) ⊆ alph(vρ2) if and only if ρ2 ∈ R2. Hencealph(uρ2) ⊆ alph(vρ2) if,
and only if,ρ1.ρ′

2 ∈ Σ∗.(R2)
′ where we observe thatR2, henceΣ∗.(R2)

′ too, are regular.
Finally, u,v has anω-solution inR iff u′,v′ has a finite solution inR1∩ (R2)

′, which
provides the reduction fromPEPω-reg to PEPreg.

Remark 4.4.The automaton forR1 has size linear in|AR|. The automaton forR2 has
size exponential in|Σ|: this is because we consider all subsetsX ⊆ Σ. Hence the re-
duction fromPEPω-reg to PEPreg is not logspace when the constraintR is given by a
non-deterministic FSA. It is polynomial-space, which is certainly fine enough to state
“equivalence” by inter-reducibility between problems that are not primitive-recursive.

There exists other possible choices for the precise finitaryway with which R is
supposed to be provided in aPEP instance: for many of these choices, from various
logical formalisms (e.g., MSO) to various automata-based framework (e.g., alternating
automata), logspace reductions fromPEPω-reg to PEPreg exist. ⊓⊔

We conclude this section with the following observation:

Theorem 4.5. PEP
ω-reg
codir andPEP

reg
codir are equivalent (inter-reducible).

This can be proved using the same techniques we used in this section, in particular one
can state a version of Lemma 4.3 that accounts for codirect solutions (while this is not
possible for direct solutions). Then acodirect infinite solutionσ induces the existence
of a codirectρ1.ρω

2 , and the existence of such an infiniteρ1.ρω
2 can be witnessed by a

finite ρ1.ρ′
2 that solves a derivedPEP

reg
codir instance.
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Fig. 1. A unidirectional channel system with onereliable and onelossy channel

5 Unidirectional channel systems

Unidirectional channel systems, shortly UCS, are systems composed of two finite-state
machines that communicateunidirectionally via one reliable and one lossy channel,
as illustrated in Fig. 1. No feedback communication from thereceiver to the sender is
possible. UCS’s are a key ingredient in the complete classification of mixed channel
systems according to their network topologies [Cha07].

Formally, a UCS has the formS= (Q1,Q2,M,{r,l},∆1,∆2), whereQ1 and∆1 (re-
spectively,Q2 and ∆2) are the finite set of states and set of rules of the sender (re-
spectively, the receiver),M is the finite message alphabet,r andl are the names of,
respectively, the reliable and the lossy channel. The sender’s rules,∆1, is a subset of

Q1×{r,l}×{!}×M
∗×Q1, i.e., it contains rules of the formq

r!u
−→ q′ or q

l!u
−→ q′. The

receiver’s rules have the formq
r?u
−→ q′ or q

l?u
−→ q′ with q,q′ ∈ Q2.

A configuration ofS is a tuple〈q1,q2,v1,v2〉 with control statesq1 andq2 for the
components, contentsv1 for channelr, andv2 for l. The operational semantics is as ex-

pected. A ruleq
r!u
−→ q′ (resp.q

l!u
−→ q′) from ∆1 gives rise to all transitions〈q,q2,v1,v2〉 −→

〈q′,q2,v1u,v2〉 (resp. all〈q,q2,v1,v2〉 −→ 〈q′,q2,v1,v2u′〉 for u′ ⊑ u). A rule q
r?u
−→ q′

(resp.q
l?u
−→ q′) from ∆2 gives rise to all transitions〈q1,q,uv1,v2〉 −→ 〈q1,q′,v1,v2〉 (resp.

all 〈q1,q,v1,uv2〉 −→ 〈q1,q′,v1,v2〉). Observe that message losses only occur when writ-
ing to channell. A run π is a sequence

π : 〈q0
1,q

0
2,v

0
1,v

0
2〉 −→ 〈q1

1,q
1
2,v

1
1,v

1
2〉 −→ 〈q2

1,q
2
2,v

2
1,v

2
2〉 −→ ·· ·

of configurations linked by valid transitions.

We consider reachability and recurrent reachability problems for UCS’s. Formally,
given a UCSS, two initial statesq1

init ∈ Q1 and q2
init ∈ Q2, two setsF1 ⊆ Q1 and

F2 ⊆ Q2 of final states, thereachability problem, denotedReachUcs, asks whether there
exists a run that starts from configuration〈q1

init ,q
2
init ,ε,ε〉 and ends in some configu-

ration 〈q1
final,q

2
final,ε,ε〉 with (q1

final,q
2
final) ∈ F1 ×F2. The recurrent reachability prob-

lem, denotedRecReachUcs, asks whether there exists an infinite run starting from
〈q1

init ,q
2
init ,ε,ε〉 and visiting infinitely many configurations〈qi

1,q
i
2,v

i
1,v

i
2〉 with (qi

1,q
i
2)∈

F1×F2.

Remark 5.1.As explained in [CS07], requiring that our reachability questions have
empty channels in the initial and the target configurations is just a technical simplifi-



cation. More general reachability questions, includingcontrol-state reachability, where
the channels contents in the target configuration are existentially quantified upon, re-
duce easily toReachUcs. ⊓⊔

Theorem 5.2 (Equivalence between UCS and Post Embedding).
1. PEPreg andReachUcs are equivalent (inter-reducible).
2. PEPω-reg andRecReachUcs are equivalent (inter-reducible).

The finitary case was first stated and proved in [CS07]. In the rest of this section, we
develop a new and more modular proof that also applies to theω-regular case.

We first introduce an abstract version of the UCS problems that is closer toPEP:

Definition 5.3 (2PCEP).
a. The2-dimensional correspondence plus embedding problemasks, given two pairs

of morphisms f1,g1 : Σ∗
1 → Γ∗ and f2,g2 : Σ∗

2 → Γ∗, to find wordsσ1 and σ2 s.t.
f1(σ1) = f2(σ2) (correspondence) and g1(σ1) ⊑ g2(σ2) (embedding).
b. 2PCEPreg is the decision problem, where given f1,g1, f2,g2 and two regular lan-
guages R1 ⊆ Σ∗

1 and R2 ⊆ Σ∗
2, one asks whether there is a solution withσ1 ∈ R1 and

σ2 ∈ R2.
c. 2PCEPω-reg is the infinitary version of2PCEPreg, where now R1 ⊆ Σω

1 and R2 ⊆ Σω
2

are two givenω-regular languages, and where one looks forω-solutions withσ1 ∈ R1

andσ2 ∈ R2.

Lemma 5.4 (See Appendix A).
1. ReachUcs and2PCEPreg are equivalent.
2. RecReachUcs and2PCEPω-reg are equivalent.

We now reduce 2-dim correspondence+embedding to Post embedding:

Lemma 5.5 (See Appendix A).
1. 2PCEPreg reduces toPEPreg.
2. 2PCEPω-reg reduces toPEPω-reg.

We can now conclude the proof of Theorem 5.2: sincePEPreg can be seen as a
special case of2PCEPreg (let f1 = f2 = Id, g1 = u, g2 = v) and, similarly,PEPω-reg as
a special case of2PCEPω-reg, Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5 entail the equivalence ofPEPreg and
ReachUcs on the one hand, ofPEPω-reg andRecReachUcs on the other hand.

6 Lossy channel systems

Systems composed of several finite-state components communicating via several chan-
nels (all of them lossy) can be simulated by systems with a single channel and a single
component (see, e.g., [Sch02, Section 5]). Hence we define here a lossy channel sys-
tem (a LCS) as a tupleS= (Q,M,{c},∆) as illustrated in Fig. 2. Rules read from, or
write to, the single channelc. Configurations ofS are pairs〈q,v〉 ∈ Q× M

∗ of a state
and a channel contents. Transitions between configurationsare obtained from the rules
as expected, in the write-lossy spirit we just used for UCS’s(see [CS07] for a formal



q1

q2q3

c!a

c?d

c!b

c?c
lossy channelc

a b a d

Fig. 2. A single-component system with a single lossy channel

definition).

ReachLcs, the reachability problem for LCS’s, is the question, given a LCSS, an
initial stateqinit ∈ Q and a setF ⊆ Q of final states, whetherS has a run that goes
from 〈qinit ,ε〉 to 〈q,ε〉 for someq∈ F . RecReachLcs, the recurrent reachability prob-
lem for LCS’s, is the question whetherS has an infinite run〈qinit ,ε〉 −→ 〈q1,v1〉 −→
〈q2,v2〉 −→ ·· · with qk ∈ F for infinitely manyk ∈ N. Recall thatReachLcs is decid-
able [Pac87,AJ96b,BBS06] (albeit not primitive-recursive [Sch02]) whileRecReach-
Lcs is undecidable [AJ96a] (albeit r.e.).2 Furthermore,ReachUcs andReachLcs (and
PEPreg) are inter-reducible [CS07].

In the rest of this section we prove the following theorem.

Theorem 6.1. PEP
ω-reg
dir andRecReachLcs are equivalent (inter-reducible).

Corollary 6.2. PEP
ω-reg
dir is (r.e. but) undecidable.

The two directions of Theorem 6.1 are given by Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4.

Lemma 6.3. PEP
ω-reg
dir reduces toRecReachLcs.

Proof. The reduction fromPEP
ω-reg
dir to RecReachLcs is illustrated in Fig. 3, where the

“rules” of the formq
c!xc?y
−−−→ q′ are just a shorthand description for two consecutive rules

q
c!x
−→ q? andq?

c?y
−→ q′ that traverse an anonymous intermediary stateq?. Simply put, the

LCS Su,v,R mimics the Büchi automatonAR that defines the constraintR⊆ Σω. A run
of the LCS that visitsF infinitely often will performs steps 1,2,3, . . ., writing to the
channel somev′1, v′2, v′3, . . . , that are subwords (because of message losses) ofvi1, vi2,
vi3, . . . (the writes prescribed by the rules). During these samesteps, it readsui1, ui2,
ui3, . . . , from the channel. These read letters must have been written earlier, hence for
k = 1,2,3, . . ., ui1 . . .uik is a prefix ofv′1 . . .v′k, hence a subword ofvi1 . . .vik. Finally,

σ def
= i1.i2.i3 . . . is a direct solution.

Reciprocally, given a direct solutionσ = i1.i2.i3 . . ., it is possible (using the general
embedding provided by Lemma 3.1) to find subwordsv′1, v′2, v′3, . . . of vi1, vi2, vi3, . . .

s.t., for allk = 1,2, . . ., ui1 . . .uik is a prefix ofv′1 . . .v′k. Using thesev′k, one easily obtains
an infinite run of the LCS that shows the associatedRecReachLcs is positive. ⊓⊔

2 For Turing machines, the reachability problem is undecidable albeit r.e.,while the recurrent
reachability problem isΣ1

1-complete.
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⇒
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c

Fig. 3.Reductions betweenPEP
ω-reg
dir andRecReachLcs

Lemma 6.4. RecReachLcs reduces toPEP
ω-reg
dir .

Proof. Consider aRecReachLcs instanceS= (Q,M,{c},∆) with givenqinit andF . With
it, we associate aPEP

ω-reg
dir instance whereΣ = ∆ and whereR⊆ Σω is given by the

Büchi automaton that is exactly likeS, with the difference that any ruleδ between some

statesq andq′ is now a transitionq
δ
−→ q′ in AR. The morphismsu,v are defined by

u(δ)
def
= “what ruleδ reads in channelc”, v(δ)

def
= “what δ writes inc”. Sinceu(δ) = ε or

v(δ) = ε for every rule (LCS’s rules either read or write toc, not both),S (essentially)
coincides withSu,v,R (Fig. 3). Hence the proof of Lemma 6.3 shows thatu,v,R is a
positivePEPω-reg instance iff the originalRecReachUcs instance is positive. ⊓⊔

7 Concluding remarks

We introduced infinitary versions ofPEPreg, a new and exciting variant of Post Corre-
spondence Problem based on embedding rather than equality,which also is an abstract
representative of the LCS complexity niche.

Our main result is that two such infinitary versions,PEPω-reg and PEP
ω-reg
codir , are

equivalent to the finitaryPEPreg. Hence they are decidable albeit not in primitive-
recursive time. Since one can linkPEPω-reg andRecReachUcs, the recurrent reachabil-
ity problem for unidirectional channel systems, we obtain the decidability ofRecReach-
Ucs. In fact, and quite surprisingly,RecReachUcs andPEP or ReachLcs are equivalent.
The last version,PEP

ω-reg
codir , is equivalent toRecReachLcs, the recurrent reachability

problem for lossy channel systems, which is undecidable albeit r.e. Finally, thePTime-
complete unconstrainedPEPω is harder that the unconstrainedPEP that can be solved
in logspace.
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Technical appendix. i

A Proofs for Section 5

A.1 Commuting UCS steps

We first state a trivial but important property about runs of unidirectional systems.

Let S= (Q1,Q2,M,{r,l},∆1,∆2) be some UCS, and〈q1,q2,x,y〉
δ2−→ 〈q1,q′2,x

′,y′〉
δ1−→

〈q′1,q
′
2,x

′′,y′′〉 be two consecutive steps withδ1 ∈ ∆1 andδ2 ∈ ∆2, i.e., where the re-
ceiver performs the first step, and the sender the second step. Then it is possible to fire
δ1 beforeδ2 and reach the same configuration. More precisely, there exists x′′′ andy′′′

with 〈q1,q2,x,y〉
δ1−→ 〈q′1,q2,x′′′,y′′′〉

δ1−→ 〈q′1,q
′
2,x

′′,y′′〉.

The corollaries are

Lemma A.1. If S has a run〈q1,q2,x,y〉
∆1∪∆2−−−→ ∗〈q′1,q

′
2,x

′,y′〉 then it has one such run
of the form

〈q1,q2,x,y〉
∆1−→ ∗〈q′1,q2,x

′′
,y′′〉

∆2−→ ∗〈q′1,q
′
2,x

′
,y′〉.

Lemma A.2. If S has an infinite run from〈q1
0,q

2
0,x0,y0〉 of the form

〈q1
0,q

2
0,x0,y0〉 −→ 〈q1

1,q
2
1,x1,y1〉 −→ 〈q1

2,q
2
2,x2,y2〉 −→ ·· ·

with q1 = q1
i for infinitely many i’s, and q2 = q2

i for infinitely many i’s (not necessarily
the same), then it has one such run with(q1,q2) = (q1

i ,q
2
i ) for infinitely many i’s.

A.2 Proof of Lemma 5.4

2PCEPreg reducesto ReachUcs, and2PCEPω-reg to RecReachUcs.
For this, consider a2PCEPreg instancef1,g1, f2,g2,R1,R2 as in Definition 5.3.b.

Further assume that, fori = 1,2, Ri is given by some FSAA i = (Qi ,Σi ,qi
init ,Fi ,δi).

With this instance, we associate an UCS where the the sender is obtained fromA2

by replacing transitionsq
i
−→ q′ ∈ δ2 with rules q

r! f2(i) l!g2(i)
−−−−−−−→ q′, and the receiver is

obtained fromA1 by replacing transitionsq
i
−→ q′ ∈ δ1 with rulesq

r?f1(i) l?g1(i)
−−−−−−−→ q′.

If the 2PCEPreg instance is positive, then a solutionσ1,σ2 can be used in a straight-
forward way to build, out ofσ2, a run in the UCS that will start from〈q2

init ,q
1
init ,ε,ε〉,

will reach some〈q2
final,q

1
init , f2(σ2),x〉 for someq2

final ∈ F2, and where, using message
losses, we can choose to reach anyx ⊑ g2(σ2). By picking x = g1(σ1), we can now
continue the run, usingσ1, and reach〈q1

final,q
2
final,ε,ε〉 for someq1

final ∈ F1.
Reciprocally, using Lemma A.1, a run from〈q2

init ,q
1
init ,ε,ε〉 to some〈q1

final,q
2
final,ε,ε〉

can be reordered into some

〈q2
init ,q

1
init ,ε,ε〉

r1−→
r2−→ ·· ·

rn−→
︸ ︷︷ ︸

rules from∆1

〈q2
final,q

1
init ,x,y〉

r ′1−→
r ′2−→ ·· ·

r ′m−→
︸ ︷︷ ︸

rules from∆2

〈q1
final,q

2
final,ε,ε〉

where all sender’s steps occur first, followed by the receiver steps. This translates into a

pathq2
init

σ2−→ q2
final in A2, andq1

init
σ1−→ q1

final in A1 where f2(σ2) = x = f1(σ1), and where
g2(σ2) ⊒ y = g1(σ1), solving the2PCEPreg instance.
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Finally, the2PCEPreg instance is positive iff the associatedReachUcs instance is.
Hence2PCEPreg reduces toReachUcs.

The same association of an UCS withf1,g1, f2,g2,A1,A2 shows that2PCEPω-reg

reduces toRecReachUcs.
Indeed, an infinite solutionσ1,σ2 in someω-regular languagesR1 and R2, can

be used to build an infinite run of the UCS that visit infinitelymany configurations
〈q2

final,q
1
i ,xi ,yi〉with someq2

final ∈F2, and infinitely many configurations〈q2
i ,q

1
final,x

′
i ,y

′
i〉

with someq1
final ∈ F1. Using Lemma A.2, this run can be reordered into a run visiting

infinitely many configurations〈q2
final,q

1
final,x

′′
i ,y

′′
i 〉, showing theRecReachUcs instance

is positive.
Reciprocally, from an infinite run of the UCS that visits infinitely many configura-

tions of the form〈q2
final,q

1
final,x

′′
i ,y

′′
i 〉, one extracts two solutionsσ1,σ2 that show that

the2PCEPω-reg instance is positive.

ReachUcs reducesto 2PCEPreg, andRecReachUcs to 2PCEPω-reg.
Consider anReachUcs instance with some UCSS=(Q1,Q2,M,{r,l},∆1,∆2), some

initial statesq1
init ,q

2
init , and some sets of final statesF1,F2.

With this instance, we associate a2PCEPreg instance whereΣ1
def
= ∆2 andΣ2

def
= ∆1

are the set of rules. AutomataA1 andA2 for R1 andR2 are obtained from the control
graph of the receiver (resp., the sender) in the obvious way.(Note that we extract FSA’s
from anReachUcs instance, and Büchi automata from anRecReachUcs instance.) The
morphisms are defined in the obvious way:

f1(δ)
def
= x andg1(δ)

def
= y for δ = q

r?x l?y
−−−→ r in ∆2,

f2(δ)
def
= x andg2(δ)

def
= y for δ = q

r!x l!y
−−−→ r in ∆1.

A.3 Proof of Lemma 5.5

We consider a2PCEP instancef1,g1, f2,g2 where we assume that the morphisms are
short, i.e.,fi andgi can be seen as having type(Σi ∪{ε}) → (Γ∪{ε}). For 2PCEPreg

and2PCEPω-reg, and thanks to the possibility offered by the regular constraints, this
assumption is no loss of generality, as can be easily proved using the techniques from
section 3.3.

Let Σ def
= (Σ1∪{ε})× (Σ2∪{ε}) and defineX ⊆ Σ by

(i, j) ∈ X if and only if f1(i) = f2( j).

Then (i1, j1).(i2, j2) . . .(in, jn) ∈ X∗ implies that f1(i1.i2 . . . in) = f2( j1. j2 . . . jn). Re-
ciprocally, if f1(σ1) = f2(σ2), then σ1 and σ2 can be decomposed under the form
σ1 = i1.i2 . . . in andσ2 = j1. j2 . . . jn such that(ik, jk) ∈ X for k = 1, . . . ,n. Observe that
in this decomposition,n≥ |σi | is possible sinceik = ε or jk = ε (or both) is allowed.

Now define projection morphismsh1 : Σ∗ → Σ∗
1 andh2 : Σ∗ → Σ∗

2 in the obvious

way, and letu,v : Σ∗ → Γ∗ be two morphisms given byu
def
= g1◦h1 andv

def
= g2◦h2. Then

u(i1, j1).(i2, j2)...(in, jn) ⊑ v(i1, j1).(i2, j2)...(in, jn) if and only if g1(i1.i2 . . . in) ⊑ g2( j1. j2 . . . jn).
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Finally, the 2PCEPreg instance with regular constraintsR1,R2 translates into an
equivalentPEPreg instance, with morphismsu andv as above, and with constraint

R
def
= X∗∩h1

−1(R1)∩h2
−1(R2),

which is regular. Similarly, the2PCEPω-reg instance withω-regular constraintsR1,R2

translates into an equivalentPEPω-reg instance, with same morphismsu andv, and with
constraint

R
def
= Xω ∩h1

−1(R1)∩h2
−1(R2),

which isω-regular.

B PEP
ω is PTime-hard

We reduceCircuitValue to PEPω. Let C = (G∨,G∧,G⊤,G⊥, f1, f2,n0) be an instance
of CircuitValue, as illustrated in Fig 4. We assume, without loss of generality [GHR95,

⊥ ⊤ ⊥ ⊥

∨ ∨ ∨ ∨ ∨

∧ ∧ ∧ ∧

∨ ∨

∧n0:

n1: n2:

n3: n4: n5: n6:

n7: n8: n9: n10: n11:

n12: n13: n14: n15:layer 0:

layer 1:

layer 2:

layer 3:

layer 4:

Fig. 4.An instance ofCircuitValue.

problem A.1.6], that gates are arranged in layers, that layer 0 contains “constants” gates
from G⊤∪G⊥, that, for any,k∈ N layer 2k+1 (resp. 2k+2) contains OR-gates (resp.
AND-gates) fromG∨ (resp.G∧), that any gaten in some layerk > 0 has exactly two in-
puts, f1(n) and f2(n), that belong to layerk−1 (NB: f1(n) = f2(n) is allowed). Finally,
we assume that the outputn0 of C belongs toG∧.

Given a circuitC , we define in the obvious way the valueval(n) ∈ {0,1} of gate

n∈ G, whereG
def
= G∨∪G∧∪G⊤∪G⊥ is the set of gates. LetG=1

def
= {n ∈ G | val(n) =

1}. In our example,G=1 = {n1,n3,n7,n8,n13}.
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With C we associate two morphismsu,v : Σ∗ → Γ∗ as follows. LetΣ def
= G∧∪ (G∨×

{1,2})∪G⊤ andΓ def
= G.

u(n)
def
= f1(n). f2(n).n0 v(n)

def
= n for n∈ G∧, (C1)

u(n, i)
def
= fi(n).n0 v(n, i)

def
= n for n∈ G∨×{1,2}, (C2)

u(n)
def
= n0 v(n)

def
= n for n∈ G⊤. (C3)

The reduction is clearly logspace. Its correctness is established by the following two
lemmas.

Lemma B.1. If val(n0)= 1, then there is a non-emptyΣ′ with alph(u(Σ′))⊆alph(v(Σ′)).

Proof. Let

Σ′ def
=

{n∈ G∧∪G⊤ | val(n) = 1}
∪ {(n, i) ∈ G∨×{1,2} | val( fi(n)) = 1}.

Σ′ is not empty since it containsn0. Observe thatalph(v(Σ′)) is exactlyG=1. It remains
to check, by inspecting (C1–3), thatx∈ Σ′ impliesalph(u(x)) ⊆ G=1. ⊓⊔

Lemma B.2. Assume that alph(u(Σ′))⊆ alph(v(Σ′)) for some non-emptyΣ′ ⊆ Σ. Then
val(n0) = 1.

Proof. Since necessarilyn0 appears inalph(u(Σ′)), hence inalph(v(Σ′)), it is enough
to show thatalph(v(Σ′)) ⊆ G=1. We do this by induction on layers. Letx ∈ Σ′ and
consider three cases. Ifx∈ G⊤, thenx∈ G=1 obviously. If x∈ G∧, thenalph(u(x)) ⊆
alph(v(Σ′)) implies that bothf1(x) and f2(x) belong toalph(v(Σ′)), hence evaluate to
1 by ind. hyp., so thatval(x) = 1. Finally, if x is some(n, i) ∈ G∨×{1,2}, then from
fi(n) = u(x) ∈ alph(v(Σ′)), we deduce thatfi(n) ∈ G=1 by ind. hyp., henceval(n) = 1,
provingv(x) ∈ G=1. ⊓⊔


